JULIA ZEMIRO
Best known as host of the SBS hit TV program RocKwiz, Julia’s corporate MC skills are in
constant demand nationally. A trained actor and improviser, she effortlessly offers a hosting
style that companies return for again and again. The clients who have “enjoyed her charm and
wit” include the Australian Film Institute, French-Australian Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Victoria, Canteen, Panasonic, National Gallery of Victoria, Women in Business, Ikea, Siemens and
Toyota, to name just a few.
Julia’s own interview show Julia Zemiro’s Home Delivery will return to ABC1 this year and look
out for Julia and her co-host Prof Brian Cox in Stargazing Live and Back to Earth. Other
television credits include co-hosting the Eurovision coverage for the SBS (2008-2016), regular
appearances on The Agony of Life, Thank God You’re Here and Good News Week.
Testimonials:

“ Hi Julia, Look, I imagine that, to you, last night was just one more corporate gig with a
bunch of tipsy toss-pots But for us it was SPECIAL!!!
Thanks so much for running the show – your performance was wonderful - even funnier and
more entertaining than ever. The Sponsors are over the moon, the pollies are happy, the crowd
feedback incredibly positive and the memories bright and happy… “
John Stanton CEO Communications Alliance Ltd
“Julia Zemiro as host of Opera in the Vineyards – what can I say.. this lady has it all, she’s

brilliant, clever, witty and totally stunning. She was an absolute professional and a great
pleasure to work with. I really hope that we can work together again very soon!”
Paul Chester – 4D International

“The dinner was great success due, in no small measure to Julia’s witty and entertaining
performance as MC. It was a real pleasure to work with her.”
Michael Pearce SC – President Liberty Victoria

“Just wanted to let you know how wonderful Julia was last night. The IKEA team absolutely loved
her and thought that she was the perfect ‘host’ for the launch. We also had heaps of positive
comments from the media and other guests about Julia’s unique humour, charm and
professionalism. Everyone had a great time and Julia played a major part in making IKEA
Catalogue Launch a great success, so please thank her again.”
Entwistle Public Relations
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